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1. INTRODUCTION

Soils will be sampled and analyzed from farm fields where the most common staple and cash crops of the region are grown. Topsoil (0 to 20 cm) will be sampled in a maximum of three agricultural fields per farm that have been identified through the Agricultural Management Survey. The location of the fields that will be sampled for soils will be determined based on the timing of the administration of the agricultural management survey and crop harvest measurements.

• If the survey is administered during crop harvest season, then the soil sample should be taken from the quadrat where the crop harvest measurement was taken (as described in the crop harvest protocol).

• If, however, this is not the case, then the fields from which soil will be sampled will be determined according to the following protocol.

1.1 Definitions of Key Technical Terms

Soil texture: the amount of sand, silt and clay in the soil. Texture is important for determining many soil properties, including soil aggregation and structure, which influence water and air movement through the soil.

Soil health: an assessment of the soil chemical and physical conditions that determine the suitability for plant growth.

Soil nutrients: Plants require 16 nutrients for growth. The major ones (macronutrients) are nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P), sulfur (S), potassium (K), calcium (Ca), magnesium (Mg). In addition, there are many micronutrients that are required in small quantities. If any of these nutrients are at levels insufficient for the plant, then plant growth will be inhibited and yields will be reduced.

Soil pH: the reaction of a soil is measured by pH. Optimal pH for crop growth is between 5.5 and 7.5. Soils with a pH less than 5.5 are considered acidic due to the presence of exchangeable aluminium that affects root growth and the uptake of nutrients.

Soil organic matter content: a critical component of the soil that determines the nutrient supplying and storage capacity. Soil organic matter influences the aggregation of smaller particles and the structure of soil, which in turn determines the movement and storage of water in the soil. The structure of the soil is also important for protecting the soil from erosion.
1.2 Standard Conventions Used in this Document

The following conventions are used throughout this document:

- The use of bold in the text indicates a critical point. Please pay special attention to terms, sentences and paragraphs marked in bold as they are key to the understanding of the protocol.

2. ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

The following table introduces the roles and responsibilities of the members of a Vital Signs field team:

Country Director
- Supports team with a complete understanding of the protocol manual
- Trains technicians
- Leads technicians in fieldwork and sampling, and assists with measurements as required

Technical Manager
- Supervises teams
- Ensures equipment is well-managed and team is safe
- Ensures consistency and quality of measurements
- Ensures data are uploaded to the VS server daily (or weekly if internet access is limited)
- Ensures back-ups and data entry sheets are properly archived

Enumerators
- Conduct interviews
- Perform soil sampling in fields
- Enter and uploads data
- Clean and store equipment

Africa Field Director
- Helps train technicians and ensure consistency of protocol implementation across Vital Signs countries
- Reviews data when uploaded
- Approves protocol updates and sends out update notifications to field teams

Protocol Manager
- Receives and archives comments about the protocol from the field team
- Updates and re-circulates the protocol
3. EQUIPMENT LIST

The following equipment is required to carry out the activities described in this manual. Before traveling to the field to carry out sampling, use this list to ensure you have all the equipment needed for the day.

If a tablet is been used to record data, at least one on-site backup to a laptop and, preferably, at least one off-site backup should be made at the end of each day.

Each interviewer should have the following on their person:

• Identity card
• Letter of introduction
• Instructional book/manual (for interviewer and for questionnaire)
• Paper Questionnaire
• Tablet with form downloaded
• Pencil, rubber eraser, and sharpener
• Writing board and notebook
• Compass
• Sampling plate (optional, as long as there is other means for estimating the 120° angle between subplots)
• Soil probe (sufficient to sample to 20 cm depth)

4. FIELD SELECTION

Two fields per household will be selected randomly.

• The first field will be selected from one of the top three staple crops grown in the location, and only if that field is a pure monoculture of that crop as identified in the Agricultural Management Survey (see Table 1).

• The second field will be selected from all remaining agricultural fields. If the household does not have any pure, monoculture major staple crop fields, then the two fields will be selected randomly from the full list of agricultural fields identified in the Agricultural Management Survey.
Workflow 1: Farm Field Soil Sampling Protocol

Start here

Following the agricultural management intensity survey, enumerators are to continue with the farm field soil sampling

To select the first field for soil sampling, first determine which fields are eligible for sampling

Reference responses from the agriculture survey to fill out Part A, FIELD ELIGIBILITY

Complete questions 1 through 6 to determine whether a field is eligible for first field and/or second field sampling

The cultivated fields with pure major staple crops are eligible for the selection of the first field. Use the random number table to select the first field for sampling

Select another field from all remaining fields, regardless of crop or use. Use the random number table to select the second field for sampling

For each of the two fields that have been selected for soil sampling, complete questions 8 through 10 in the protocol

Proceed with the in-field measurements

Follow the instructions for determining the center point of the field

Record the GPS location of the center point. The center of the field becomes Subplot 1

Remove surface litter from Subplot 1. Take a soil sample to 20 cm from the center of Subplot 1 by using the soil probe. Place the soil sample in a bucket.

Move on from the center point to Subplot 2 by pacing North 12 meters. The second subplot should be located uphill or North from Subplot 1

Take a soil sample with the soil probe to 20 cm. Place the soil sample in the same bucket as the sample from Subplot 1.

Subplots 3 and 4 are offset 120 and 240 degrees from Subplot 2. The angles can be estimated using the sampling plate or a disc marked with the angles

For Subplots 3 and 4, take soil samples to 20 cm and place the samples into the same bucket with the samples from the other two subplots.

When all the subplots have been sampled, mix the soil from the four subplots in the bucket thoroughly

Place all the topsoil (0-20 cm) collected in a plastic bag. Label the bag and place a label tag inside the bag

Air dry the soil, and once it is dry pass through a 2 mm sieve.
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• Note that only fields larger than 10 m x 10 m should be eligible for sampling soils.

4.1 Selection of Major Staple Crop Field for Soil Sampling

To select the first field for soil sampling, the enumerator must first determine which fields are to be sampled. This is accomplished by completing Section 13: SOIL DATA ENTRY, Part A, FIELD ELIGIBILITY. This should occur after the agricultural survey, and does not require the participation of any household respondent.

The enumerator should reference responses from the agriculture survey to fill out Part A, FIELD ELIGIBILITY. Match each field ID in Section 13 to each field ID from Section 2, FIELD ROSTER (from the agriculture survey).

Question 1: Is this field size larger than 100 m²? (or 0.025 acres)

The enumerator determines if the field is larger than 100 m² (0.025 acres). The enumerator should reference the agriculture survey, Section 2, FIELD ROSTER, Question 3, AREA (ACRES) FARMER’S ESTIMATE. If the field is larger than 0.025 acres, this question should be marked ‘1.’ If not, it should be marked ‘2,’ and the enumerator should move on to the NEXT FIELD.

Question 2: Was the field cultivated during the current or most recently completed season?

The definition for cultivated fields are the same definitions from the agriculture survey, Section 2, FIELD ROSTER, Question 2b1, “What was the use of this field during the Long Rainy Season/Major Cropping Season of 2013”, and 2c, “What is the use of this field during the previous Short Rainy Season/Minor Cropping Season?” However, we are now asking about current activity on the field. If, at the time of survey, the farm is in between cultivation seasons (planting through harvesting), please reference the most recently completed season. If the field was CULTIVATED, this question should be marked ‘1.’ If not, it should be marked ‘2,’ and the enumerator should skip to Question 6.

Question 3: Was one of the 3 major crops [insert 3 major crops] grown on this field during the current or most recently completed season?

The definitions for major crops are the same definitions from the agriculture survey, Section 2, FIELD ROSTER, question 2b2, “What was the main crop cultivated on this field during the Long Rainy Season/Major Cropping Season of 2013” and question 2d1, “What was the main crop cultivated on this field during the Short Rainy Season/Minor Cropping Season?” However, we are now asking about current
activity on the field. If, at the time of survey, the farm is in between cultivation seasons (planting through harvesting), please reference the most recently completed season. If the reported crop is one of the major crops, this question should be marked ‘1.’ If not, it should be marked ‘2,’ and the enumerator should skip to Question 6.

**Question 4: Is this field a pure stand/monoculture?**

The enumerator may reference the agriculture survey, Section 4, CROPS BY FIELD, Question 3, “Was cultivation intercropped?” as an initial guide for the question. If the reported crop is pure stand/monoculture, this question should be marked ‘1.’ If not, it should be marked ‘2,’ and the enumerator should skip to Question 6.

**Question 5: Is this field eligible for testing for first field?**

The enumerator should refer back to the responses for questions 1-4. Mark ‘1’ in question 5 if both:

• Question 1, 2, 3 and 4 are marked ‘1’

**Question 6: Is this field eligible for testing for second field?**

Mark ‘1’ in Question 6 if question 1 has been marked ‘1.’

**Question 7: Is this field selected for testing?**

Recall that only two fields will be selected for testing. We will randomly select one field that is eligible from Question 5, and one field that is eligible from Question 6.

**Selection of the first crop field for soil sampling**

The cultivated selection fields with pure crop major field staple are marked with “1” (Question 5) and are eligible for the selection of the first field (major staple crop).

• In order to select the field you will need to have a random number table with you (provided by the supervisor, example in Annex I).

Reading left to right in the row of the random number table, keep moving to the right until you find a number that matches the field ID number of one of the eligible major staple crop fields (see the example of how to do this below). Cross out this number on the random number table and mark a ‘1’ in Question 7 for the selected field.

Note: if there is only one major staple crop field in the household, select that field by default.
4.2 Selection of Second Crop Field for Soil Sampling

Second, select another field from all remaining fields, regardless of crop or use. All these fields are marked with “1” (Question 6) and are eligible for selection as the second field.

On the same random number table, start again at the left hand side of the random number row, looking for the first number that matches the field ID number of any of the fields. Cross out the entire line on the random number table, and mark a ‘1’ in Question 7 for the selected field. You must not select the same field as the first selection.

If there is no pure major staple crop field in the household, select two random fields using the same method as described above.

Note: do not use the same number line for multiple households. After randomly selecting the second field, make sure to use the next line in the random number table for new households.

4.3 Example Selection of a Field for Soil Sampling

The fields eligible for the first field selection are chosen from those that are larger than 100m2 (Question 1), cultivated (Question 2), and have one or more of the three primary staple crops (Question 3).

In this case, let’s say that the crops for this location are maize, sorghum, and beans. In this example let’s say those crops for this location are maize, sorghum and beans. In this example these are fields with maize (code=11), sorghum (code=13) and beans (code=31) being the major staple crop fields. Next is to see if that crop is planted in monoculture (Question 4). In this case only fields M2 and M5 are eligible to be selected as the first field for soil sampling. Finally, we mark all the eligible first fields for selection (Question 5). Now to randomly select which field, follow the step below (see Section 13.A, FIELD ELIGIBILITY).

Use the random number table provided by the supervisor, starting with the first row. To select the major staple crop field, look for the first number in the random number table that matches the field ID number of the eligible fields. In this example, the only eligible fields are M2 and M5. The first number that matches is number 2 – this field will be selected for soil sampling.

9 7 1 3 6 2
Next, we select the second field for testing from all remaining fields, regardless of crop. We mark with “1” all the fields that are eligible for selection of the second field (q6). The field 2 is excluded since it was already selected as a major crop for testing. Looking at the random number table and starting again from left to right, # 7 is the first number that matches the field ID number of one of the fields.

Once the first and second fields have been randomly selected, we indicate them in q7. For the two selected fields, write the field ID in Section B.
### Soil Measurements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FIELD ID</th>
<th>8 What is the slope of the field?</th>
<th>9 Are there visible signs of soil erosion (rills, ditches, gullies)?</th>
<th>10 Is there any erosion control/water harvesting facility?</th>
<th>11 What type of erosion control/water harvesting facility is on the field?</th>
<th>12 What is the surface condition? (0-10)</th>
<th>Undisturbed, bare, or pebbles</th>
<th>Undisturbed, bare but weeded soil</th>
<th>Dung Soil</th>
<th>Loosened Soil</th>
<th>Molar Soil</th>
<th>Microbial Crust</th>
<th>Territorial Mixed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Erosion Codes

- **Tree Belts**: .5
- **Water Harvesting Basins**: .6
- **Erosion Control Bars**: .2
- **Gangs / Sandbars**: .3
- **Vetiver Grass**: .4
- **Drainage Ditches**: .7
For each of the two fields that has been selected for soil sampling, after arriving at each field, ask the following questions that are practically derived from the soil condition questions for the E-plot sampling.

**Question 8 - Slope**
Ask the respondent about the slope of the field. Is it flat, with moderate slope, or with steep slope?

- Flat (<8%)
- Moderate slope (8-22%)
- Steep slope (>22%)

**Question 9 - Erosion**
Erosion refers to the loss of topsoil from rain, wind, animals or people. Indicate yes if all or some of the field is suffering from erosion.

**Question 10 - Erosion**
Are there visible signs of soil erosion (sheet, rill or gully). Soil erosion:
- 1 None
- 2 Slight
- 3 Moderate
- 4 Severe

Are there any methods to prevent erosion on the field?

**Question 11 - Erosion**
What is the main method used to protect the field from erosion and record the code.

**Question 12 Surface condition score (0-10)**
Rooted plants
Little cover

13
Downed wood
Stone or gravel
Dung
Disturbed soil
Undisturbed, bare & porous soil
Undisturbed, bare but sealed soil
Sodic soil
Microfloral crust
Termite mound

**In-field measurements**

For ease of sampling, the soil samples will be taken near the center of the plot. Go to the center of the plot.

Once the center point of the field has been reached, the location of the sample subplots will be offset randomly. The offset will be determined by 1) direction and 2) distance.

1) Direction

Using the random number table, select the first number. Use the direction lookup (Annex II) to match the number to a direction.

![8 0 9 4]

Note that if an 8 or 9 is selected, the enumerator should skip to the next number to find a direction match. Record the direction in SECTION C – SOIL SAMPLE OFFSET.

2) Distance

Using the same line in the random number table, select the next number. This will be the number of paces to walk. Record the number of paces in SECTION C – SOIL SAMPLE OFFSET.
From the center of the field, walk to a new point in the field using the direction and number of paces. If a zero is selected, there is no need to walk any paces. If the edge of the field reached and you have not completed your pacing, simply turn around and complete the pacing back towards the center of the field. This point of the field becomes the center plot, and is referred to as subplot 1.

If the point turns out such that either of the conditions below hold – then offset the point to avoid these conditions.

- There are obstacles in that location such as trees, soil conservation structures, a rocky surface
- The point is not representative of the main part of the field. For example if a small section of the field, less than 10% appears to be prone to flooding, has slope significantly different from the other part of the field; has shallow or superficial rocky layer such as laterite that is not found in the rest of the field

MAKE SURE THE SAMPLING POINT IS AT LEAST 2 M FROM THE EDGE OF THE FIELD. If it is not then move the point directly into the field, perpendicular to the field border to the 2 m limit.

Remove surface litter from subplot 1. Take a soil sample to 20 cm from the center of subplot 1 by using the soil probe.

Place the soil sample in a bucket.

- Record any auger depth restrictions encountered for each sub-plot the field (in cm), if present, In the note field

Next move on from the center point to subplot #2 by pacing 12 m (or using a measuring tape or a pre-marked chain, This second subplot should be located directly uphill from the center point (if there is no slope then move N from the center to indicate subplot 2).

Take a soil sample with the soil probe to 20cm.

Place the soil sample in the same bucket as the sample from subplot 1.

Subplots 3 and 4 are offset 120 and 240 degrees from subplot 2, respectively. The angles can be estimated using the sampling plate or a disc marked with the angles as indicated in Figure 1.

For each of the subplots 3 and 4, take a soil sample to 20 cm and place the sample into the same bucket holding the samples from the other two subplots.
Note: If one of the sub-plots falls outside of the agricultural field, place the sub-plot 2 m within the farm field boundary.

Figure 2. Sample plot layout in agricultural fields, with four subplots (dotted circles). Subplots have a radius of 5.64 m (area = 100 m$^2$), and the distance along the radial arms between the subplot centers is 12.2 m. The whole plot has a radius of 17.84 m (area = 1000 m$^2$). The angles can be measured using a compass or the sampling plate (Figure 1) can be placed over the center sampling point and marked and used to locate subplots 2, 3 and 4.

Note: It is possible that the quadrant is located near the edge or corner of the field refer to figure 3 for instructions on how to deal with this scenario.
Figure 3. If the quadrant is close to the edge or corner of the field (1), either one or two of the subplots may be located outside the field AND outside the 2 meter buffer (2). Try first to rotate the orientation of the subplots (3) so that more subplots are located within the field and buffer. If a subplot is still outside of the field, move that subplot inside the 2 meter buffer of the field (4). This subplot will be closer to the center subplot than the other two, and may or may not be inside the quadrant.

When all subplots have been sampled, mix the soil from the four subplots in the bucket thoroughly.

Take a representative subsample of at least 400g of the soil from the top soil (0-20 cm) bucket and place it in a plastic bag. If there is less than 400g of soil, keep all of the soil. Label the bag. Place a label tag inside the bag.

**Label the bags with:** Site name/code; The full 10 digit HHID (inclusive of country, landscape, E-plot, and household IDs), field number, depth of sample, date of sampling, and ‘FARM FIELD SOILS’, as there are multiple types of soil collection. Note that the depth of sample will always be 0-20cm for the farmer fields.
Air dry the soil, once dried pass the soil through a 2 mm sieve and place approximately 400g soil in a plastic bag with a label on the inside and outside with the label code. Site name/code; HHID, field number, depth of sample, date of sampling

Note the depth of sample will always be 0-20cm for the farmer field samples.

Prepare the samples for shipping following the country specific instructions.

ANNEX I: RANDOM TABLE NUMBER

<p>|     | 1   | 2   | 3   | 4   | 5   | 6   | 7   | 8   | 9   | 10  | 11  | 12  | 13  | 14  | 15  | 16  | 17  | 18  | 19  | 20  | 21  | 22  | 23  | 24  | 25  | 26  | 27  | 28  | 29  | 30  | 31  | 32  |
|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|
| 1   | 8094| 2525| 8247| 1847| 7433| 3820| 1897| 2134|
| 2   | 3563| 2198| 8211| 9045| 2616| 2751| 1267| 1095|
| 3   | 1330| 6331| 3753| 9693| 8738| 6815| 1536| 5543|
| 4   | 3865| 0016| 2249| 6432| 4796| 6095| 5283| 1820|
| 5   | 7850| 5925| 5888| 7311| 2192| 4554| 3530| 5589|
| 6   | 4490| 5417| 9727| 6153| 5901| 4878| 9980| 9877|
| 7   | 6646| 9104| 9318| 8819| 7537| 7285| 9373| 2445|
| 8   | 9326| 5995| 1215| 9765| 9233| 5668| 2944| 2899|
| 9   | 4686| 4820| 7554| 9612| 9653| 4251| 9136| 1709|
| 10  | 6488| 7519| 0474| 7818| 6632| 9683| 9872| 4090|
| 11  | 6722| 9869| 9361| 7675| 4683| 1315| 9679| 8334|
| 12  | 9748| 5932| 5115| 2721| 0033| 9303| 9713| 4012|
| 13  | 5641| 1417| 1419| 7434| 8165| 7368| 1218| 5039|
| 14  | 7444| 9200| 8840| 5882| 4366| 3904| 9199| 9336|
| 15  | 8279| 3019| 4672| 3743| 3979| 4689| 9021| 6930|
| 16  | 0161| 7617| 1024| 2367| 2691| 6677| 1585| 2482|
| 17  | 7358| 9759| 7556| 6624| 9977| 2008| 5596| 9740|
| 18  | 7830| 4714| 8395| 2919| 1804| 4044| 1034| 2597|
| 19  | 9887| 4218| 8526| 4535| 8436| 5270| 9605| 7086|
| 20  | 1261| 2516| 8569| 2310| 3939| 6703| 9841| 0353|
| 21  | 3947| 4037| 7834| 2543| 6239| 7455| 2055| 7795|
| 22  | 4550| 8103| 1250| 2304| 1136| 9786| 9144| 4526|
| 23  | 1344| 9689| 2383| 6976| 6251| 4201| 2038| 6552|
| 24  | 8976| 5823| 8487| 0450| 3108| 9169| 2717| 7801|
| 25  | 7710| 9943| 8978| 8273| 9714| 9700| 1566| 2889|
| 26  | 8959| 6008| 8442| 2282| 1524| 2617| 5818| 0081|
| 27  | 7941| 2312| 2431| 6702| 9984| 3469| 3086| 4762|
| 28  | 2284| 0896| 9107| 5542| 7319| 3782| 1068| 9574|
| 29  | 9594| 7416| 9365| 6045| 1163| 5916| 9599| 1143|
| 30  | 4613| 8549| 6369| 3208| 5109| 9680| 1168| 6133|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>NE</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 SW
6 W
7 NW
8 SKIP TO NEXT NUMBER
9 SKIP TO NEXT NUMBER